
Appendix 1 

Hybrid Working Policy 

 

1. Introduction and Purpose 

1.1 The purpose of this Policy is to set out the principles and procedures by 

which managers and employees can operate a shared understanding of 

hybrid (“smart”) working. This means working at different physical 

locations and using technology to accommodate the needs of the Council 

and its customers, employees and their managers. 

1.2 Employees’ principal place of work is the office or other Council premises; 

this Policy sets out the arrangements for working from home or offsite, 

where that meets business needs and using technology to support 

working in different ways at different locations. 

 

2. Duration 

2.1 This Policy will be reviewed after an initial period of 12 months, taking 

account of feedback from managers, employees, Members, trade unions, 

customers and other stakeholders. 

 

3. Scope 

3.1 This Policy applies to all employees of the City Council. Any employee 

whose role enables them to spend some time working away from a 

Council premises is in scope of this policy.  

3.2 The Council’s Heads of Service will be responsible for designating roles 

which are not within the scope of this Policy. This is usually where a role 

requires the employee to be present at a Council premises or out on site 

for the whole time of the employee’s typical working week. 

3.3 Any decision stated in this Policy to be within the remit of a Head of 

Service may also be referred to a Corporate Director/Deputy Director for 

decision. 

 

4. Principles 

4.1 Smart or hybrid working is about flexibility, mutual trust and the 

measurement of outputs and outcomes. The key principles which 

managers and employees must follow are: 

 The needs of the Council and its customers must be prioritised in any 

decisions about where to work; 

 Employees’ principal place of work is at Council premises and the Council 

expects employees to spend the majority of their typical working week 

onsite; 
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 The Council recognises that time spent working in other environments, for 

example at home, can be productive too and can benefit employee 

wellbeing; 

 Employees are expected to work their contracted hours and to record all 

their worked hours on timesheets; 

 Work may be undertaken from a variety of secure and appropriate 

environments, including home and Council premises and from other 

secure premises such as stakeholder organisations’ offices; 

 Employees are expected to spend some time each week with their Council 

colleagues in order to participate in face to face interaction at Council 

premises, to collaborate and learn from each other; 

 Employees will be provided with the technical support and equipment they 

need to enable them to work from home or other suitable offsite 

environments; 

 Employees are responsible for ensuring their home or other offsite 

environment is suitable and meets Council required standards; 

 An employee who has a good reason for wanting to work from Council 

premises whole-time will be accommodated; 

 An employee who wants to work from home whole-time will need to make 

a formal request for consideration under the Council’s Flexible Working 

Policy. 

 

5. Working at Council premises 

5.1 Employees are responsible for checking there is accommodation available 

to them before travelling into Council premises. For those Council 

premises which operate bookable workspace, employees must follow the 

booking procedures. For those Council premises which host a dedicated 

frontline team, employees from other service areas may work there with 

the prior agreement of the relevant Head of Service or officer in charge of 

the premises. 

5.2 Employees must bring their allocated ICT equipment with them when 

working on Council premises and are responsible for its secure storage 

when in transit.  

5.3 A considerate working environment must be maintained when on Council 

premises. This includes adhering to the Council’s requirements for health 

and safety and being respectful to the needs of others using shared 

workspaces.  

 

6. Working at home/offsite 

6.1 Employees are responsible for completing the Home Working Assessment 

(HWA) for any home working or other offsite environment used regularly 

for work. The HWA must be rated satisfactory by the Council to enable the 

home/offsite working environment to be used as a regularly as a 

workplace. The Council will provide equipment to support home/offsite 
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working generally but will not make specific arrangements for individuals 

unless they are supported by medical evidence and/or meet the needs of 

the business. 

6.2 While working from home/offsite, employees must ensure that information 

is stored and shared securely in compliance with the Council’s information 

security standards. Employees must ensure that confidential information 

is not overheard when on remote meetings or viewed when on screen. 

6.3 When working from home/offsite, employees should ensure professional 

standards are maintained, mindful of the Council’s reputation. This 

includes ensuring that there is minimal background noise or distractions 

and that calls, emails and messages are answered promptly to the same 

standards as would be expected in Council premises.  

 

7. Availability and hours 

7.1 Unless set contractual hours, a specific flexible working request or part 

time arrangement forms part of the employee’s role, all employees must 

adopt a working pattern across the week which fits with the usual working 

hours of other colleagues across the Council and meets customer 

expectations. This is so that employees are available to take calls from 

customers and colleagues and generally to respond to each other 

promptly, join meetings and collaborate. Heads of Service may set further 

specific requirements for their teams to ensure that across each working 

day there is a sufficient level of cover and colleagues are able to spend 

time together.  

7.2 Employees and managers can make a judgement about the best way to 

organise their working week to strike a balance between quiet preparation 

time or remote meetings at home/offsite and face to face interaction with 

colleagues or customers. The Council would expect employees to be 

spending the majority of their time in a typical week being present in 

Council premises in order to collaborate, take part in team or project work 

and share learning with other colleagues. The employee’s Head of Service 

is the final arbiter of what is reasonable in each case.  

7.3 Employees must keep their calendars up to date with an appropriate 

degree of access and contact details so that managers and other 

colleagues can easily identify their location and availability. 

7.4 Employees must ensure they are available to attend Council premises 

when reasonably required by managers, during their normal working 

hours. Any domestic arrangements which employees make must always 

acknowledge this and may be subject to change.   

7.5 If an employee needs to rely on a regular working arrangement to 

accommodate caring responsibilities or any other domestic issues then a 

flexible working request must be made to the Council which will be 

considered under the Flexible Working Policy. 
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7.6 Every employee has a right to disconnect when they are not working. This 

means a right not to reply, or feel obliged to reply, to work emails and 

contacts from other colleagues in evenings and weekends unless they are 

officially on duty or the Council has an emergency situation which needs a 

rapid response and management. 

7.7 All hours worked must be recorded. Commuting time to and from home 

and the place of work does not count as working time and should not be 

recorded except where an employee is travelling between sites, or to 

different locations as required by the Council (for example, customer visits 

or meetings offsite).  

  

 

 

 


